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PREFACE

This bibliography is the result of a request by a researcher of the RAND Corporation. It is divided into three sections. The first section consists of general references on the subject of performing arts centers and the second of more particularized references to the economy of the performing arts. The third section contains a sampling of general references on the state of the performing arts. The material excludes some of the "popular" performing arts such as cinema, music halls, etc., but does include the Broadway theater. The references date roughly from 1965 to November 1969 and were culled from a literature search of the following sources:

Bibliography Index, 1963 - December 1968
Books in Print 1969
Business Periodicals Index, July 1964 - August 1969
Cumulative Book Index, 1965 - October 1969
Guide to the Performing Arts, 1965 - 1967
Music Index, 1965 - 1968
Public Affairs Information Service, 1965 - 1969
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, March 1965 - October 25, 1969
Social Science and Humanities Index, April 1964 - September 1969

The references are arranged alphabetically by author -- or title, if no author is available -- within each section.
Performing Arts Centers


Barnes, C., "Lincoln Center, bravos and barbs for America's number one cultural supermarket," Holiday, Vol. 44, pp. 36-45, September 1968.


"Deficit of Metropolitan Opera $3,000,000, due to delays and breaking-in new house; $85,000 from the Guild helps," Opera News, Vol. 31, No. 25, pp. 2, 15 April 1967.

DeGaetani, T. P., "Building for the arts, or, a house is not a home," Dance Magazine, Vol. 40, pp. 36-9, November 1966.


"Editorial on paying audiences, on art centers, on cultural level lifted enough to use such," Music Journal, Vol. 24, pp. 4, March 1966.


"Met sets the stage for opening night," Business Week, pp. 142-4, 20 August 1966.


"Nashville, Tenn.; a music center," High Fidelity, Vol. 17, No. 4, pp. 57-61, April 1967.

"New stage on campus; cross-fertilization between colleges and professional companies," Newsweek, Vol. 68, pp. 95-6, 22 August 1966.


Schonberg, H. C., "How cultural is the cultural explosion?" McCall's, Vol. 96, pp. 70-, July 1969.


"University of New Mexico; Fine Arts Center report," High Fidelity, Vol. 15, No. 11, pp. 202, November 1965.

"Wm. Edrington Scott theatre completes Fort Worth Art Center," Pan Pipes of Sigma Alpha Iota, Vol. 58, No. 4, pp. 4-5, 1966.

Economy of the performing arts


Bernheim, Alfred L., Business of the theatre, Blom.

Birkenhead, Thomas Bruce, "Economics of the Broadway theatre [Ph.D. diss. from the New School for Social Research]," University Microfilms, 1963.


"Broadway fights the doldrums," Business Week, pp. 30-1, 3 October 1964.


"Dear me, the sky is falling, losses on Broadway," Time, Vol. 81, pp. 50, 7-June 1963.
"Dollars and Drama" (whole issue) and Reply by L. Baxandall, Tulane Drama Review, Vol. 10, pp. 23-157; 237-9, Fall 1965; Winter 1965.


"$80 Million Grant to Symphony Orchestras," The Instrumentalist, Vol. 21, pp. 86, September 1966.

Eustis, Morton, B'way Inc; The Theatre as a Business, Blom, 1969.


Farber, D. C., Producing on Broadway, Drama Book Shop, 1969.


"Forecast for 30 U.S. Symphony Orchestras; Listed with Data by Alphabetical Order," High Fidelity, Vol. 16, No. 9, pp. 7-10, September 1966.


HOLLAND, R. D., "IS THIS ANY WAY TO RUN AN OPERA HOUSE?", America, Vol. 120, pp. 690-1, 14 June 1969.


"IT TAKES PUSH TO FLOAT A CONCERT," Business Week, pp. 30-1, 11 July 1964.


LUNDEN, LEON EMMANUEL, "MAJOR SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA LABOR RELATIONS," (Ph.D. diss. to University of Wisconsin), University Microfilms, 1967.


"Performing arts find an angel in business...", Business Week, pp. 52-, 13 March 1965.


Sealey, Shirley, "Angels over Broadway: the smart investors, the record companies, and even individuals have figured out the market," Exchange, Vol. 30, pp. 1-5, June 1969.


"What makes an angel successful; with editorial comment," Business Week, pp. 56-8; 167, 7 October 1967.


Dorian, F., Commitment to culture, University of Pittsburgh Press, 1964.


New York (State). Education Dept. Division of the Humanities and the Arts, "Encounter with the Performing Arts" [Report of the Performing Arts Convocation sponsored by the New York State Education Dept., with Lincoln Center; Unclassified 46 Page Bibliography], 1968.


Scott, Mel, "Regional arts council of the San Francisco Bay area, threats in the San Francisco Bay area; an inventory of private organizations and their activities," University of California, Berkeley, Institute of Government Studies, April 1965.


"Three giant steps; Dance magazine reports on these government funded conferences; symposium," Dance Magazine, Vol. 41, pp. 46-51, August 1967.


